Drogheda-born Brigid McLeer...aims high in her work for this, her first solo show in her hometown, referencing both James Joyce and iconoclastic French film-maker Jean Luc Godard. Aidan Dunne - Irish Times, 2012
Wexford Arts Centre, in partnership with the Highlanes Gallery, is delighted to host One + One, a solo exhibition by UK based artist Brigid McLeer. The exhibition, which was commissioned by the Highlanes Gallery, is a video installation, performance, and drawing-based work in three parts.

For One + One, the artist uses a number of diverse sources as both reference points and inspiration. These include, among others, Jean Luc Godard’s films - Le Mepris (1963) and One + One (1968), from which the exhibition takes its title; and James Joyce’s modernist epic novel Ulysses (1922). Central to the whole work is the idea of naming, and the names of people and places feature consistently in all three parts. McLeer’s practice works as both a homage to, and continuation of, the work of these acclaimed masters of experimental fiction and film.

One + One (The Film) is a single-screen video loop. This work consists of a 45min video sequence showing an extreme close-up tracking shot of the redbrick walls and blue velvet curtains of an unnamed and unidentified space. Occasionally, words appear on the screen: The School, The Streets, The Tower, The Brothel, The Concert Hall, etc. These are all place names given by James Joyce to certain episodes in his novel Ulysses. Overlaying the image is a violin piece by Heinrich Biber from his 17th century Mystery Sonatas cycle, played by Alice Pierot.
One + One (The Reading) is a video installation and set of drawings onto Perspex. In this central section of the exhibition, McLeer mimics the structure of the single day over which Joyce’s Ulysses unfolds in Dublin, reciting, over 7 hours, all the proper nouns in the novel in a durational performance. The performance took place in Birmingham, UK in June 2010 as part of an artist’s residency at The Rea Garden, once an industrial site of small factories and warehouses employing Irish migrant labourers.

Using four separate HD video cameras, the principal camera runs along a specially commissioned miniature rail track which runs for 12.5m along the length of the Rea Garden site. This track and the filming of the camera running along it, is a direct reference to Godard’s opening sequence from Le Mepris. In this typically reflexive Godard sequence, we see a scene from a film. In this work, the relentless backwards and forwards tracking of the camera means that no particular viewpoint is privileged; instead, everything seen is part of the same register, destabilising the idea of a central subject or a forward temporal momentum.

The final part of the work One + One (The Song) relates directly back to Godard’s film, which shows the Rolling Stones recording their song Sympathy for the Devil. Again, using tracking shots, Godard shows the band gradually piecing together the song; devising, working on, and recording their separate parts, over and over, yet always moving towards the bringing together of these separate parts that the recorded song requires. McLeer’s intention with this new work is to strip it back from the dynamic of a group composition, to a solo singing voice, and to then recombine the solo voice with itself in the final video work.

By resetting the Rolling Stones’ anthem Sympathy for the Devil from Godard’s film to a séan nós arrangement, McLeer turns it into a stark lament, which, in roving the globe and history, evokes aspects of the Irish diaspora. Here, naming recurs in a tongue-in-cheek way as the chorus resounds with the words: ‘Pleased to meet you, hope you guessed my name’.

One + One in situ at Highlanes Gallery, Drogheda, 2012
Alongside the video-based installation, Brigid exhibits a series of drawings taken from stills of the video footage, which map out the changing relative positions of figures in the images. These drawings in part play with the narrative connotations of the audience figure, and at the same time explore relationships between the moving image and its freeze frame counterparts.

The green, red and blue, important in Le Mépris, also codify the images and create an allusive palette in the installation, from the blue curtains in One + One, (The Film) and (The Song) to the drawing/sculpture elements in the exhibition, which suggest lighting filters, with the coloured, oval drawings of the spectators on Perspex.

McLeer has also chosen to display the tracks used in the films. Their visible presence on the gallery floor makes apparent the artifice and technique of film-making, but could also be considered a nod to the railways built by Irish navvies that criss-cross Birmingham.

Brigid McLeer’s work has been shown as gallery installations, single-screen video works, work for the page, site-based performances and also in the form of critical/creative writing. Recent solo exhibitions include Isoli [cont.], Lanchester Gallery Projects, Coventry; The Face of Another and the Other Side of Shouting Men, Alsager Arts Centre, Crewe; and Vexations, Site Gallery Sheffield. Group exhibitions include Beyond Fontana, curated by Stephanie Moran, Studio 1.1, London; Unspeaking Engagements, curated by Steve Dutton and Brian Curtin, Chulalongkorn University Gallery, Bangkok and LGP Coventry; and Drawing Breath, Lugar Do Desenho, Foundation of Julio Resende, Porto, Portugal. Brigid is currently Course Director for BA Fine Art at Coventry School of Art & Design, and lives in London.

An accompanying publication is available and includes essays by Dr Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, lecturer in Theoretical and Historical Studies in Visual Art at the University of Ulster, Belfast, and poet, critic and curator Cherry Smyth.
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One + One will run in the lower gallery of Wexford Arts Centre from Friday 20th July to Saturday 25th August, 2012.

For further information on the exhibition or artist please contact Catherine Bowe, Visual Art Manager of the Wexford Arts Centre on 053 9123764 or email catherine@wexfordartscentre.ie.

Wexford Arts Centre gratefully acknowledges the ongoing support of Wexford County Council and the Arts Council. In 2011, the artist also received a bursary from the Arts Council of Ireland to develop the work for this exhibition.